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Pinto da Silva P & Branton D. Membrane splitting in fr-~eze-etching:covalently bound
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[Department of Botany, University of California. Berkeley, CA)
This papershowed that freeze-tracture splits biological
ternational Botanical Congress, Seattle, August 1969)
membranes. The outer and inner surfaces o erythro- proved correct and became the basis for the fluidcyte membranes were labeled with covalently bound mosaic model of membranes (S.I. Singer and G.
ferritin, freeze-fractured, and “etched’ to sublime
Nicolson).
away surrounding ice. Surface markers (ferritin) were
Over the next few years, I used freeze-etching as
absent from fracture faces but were present on the sur- a molecular cytochemical approach to establish the
faces of unfractured membranes exposed by
topology and chemical nature of intramembrane par‘etching” of ice. [The SCIx indicates that this paper
ticles (IMPs). I showed that, in erythrocyte me,nhas been cited in over 495 publications.[
branett, the IMPs correspond to transmembrane proteins that reach
1 to the outer surfacewhere they expose antigens, negative charges, and lectin receptors. I shossed, also, that the IMPs (and, therefore,
transmernbrane proteins) could move
2 translationally
along the plane of the membrane. In 1974 Garth
Nicolson and I proposed that both glycophorin and
Split Membranes Integrate Concepts
Band 3 (the anion 3transport protein) were components
of the IMPs.
Pedro Pinto da Silva
I believe I introduced two words into the vocabuSection of Membrane Biology
lary of membranolo~ists:intercalation and topoloFrederick Cancer Research Facility
gy. In Portugal I studied basic concepts of geometric
National Cancer Institute
topology. I felt (and still feel) that the study of
Frederick, MD 21701
topology of a system precedes that of its structure.
Thus, to me. questions such as the existence or not
of bilayers. and whether IMPs corresponded to moleMarch 29, 1989 cules intercalated across or buried within the apolar
matrix of the membrane, dealt with topology, as also
did those related to the distribution of apolar/polar
I thought of and did this work when I was a grad- domains in intercalated proteins. The solutions that
uate student in D. Branton’s laboratory at Berkeley. I proposed in 1971 and 19722 held, and they
I had arrived in the fall of 1966 from Portugal, then explained the vertical stability aswell as the potenunder a benignly provincial, Fascist rule, and the tial rotational and translational freedom of transpost-Free-Speech Movement atmosphere at Betizeley, membrane proteins.
with its myriad little tables distributing every shade
Since 1979 my laboratory has developed other
ofexotic-left propaganda, was a wonderland. Berke- combinations
of freeze-fracture and cytochemisley soon became another kind of wonderland; our try:4’5 fracture-label (to label split membrane
campus was the center of attention due to student “halves”), fracture-permeation (to study intermolecopposition to the war in Vietnam. During this time ular spacing in cytomatrices), and label-fracture (to
I got my share oftear gas, sometimes piped into our relate immunogold surface labels to freeze-fracture
laboratories through the ventilation system.
images). With our recent discovery of fracture-flip,’
Our proof that biological membranes were split images of membrane fracture faces are replaced by
along an interior plane had two consequences: (1) it extended, high-resolution views ofactual membrane
showed that biomembranes were composed of a bi- surfaces.
layered continuum that was locally interrupted by
1 see biological membranes as instances of form
particles (which we hypothesized to be proteins) in- modulated by structure. Having faced for 20 years
tercalated across the apolar matrix of the bilayer, the enigmatic, beautiful, and distant micrographs of
and (2) it allowed the interpretation of images of fractured membrane faces—the outcome of a profreeze-fractured membranes. Our view was the syn- cess—the recent discovery that a mere “flip” can
thesis ofantithetic concepts: (1) membranes as lipid so easily reveal the actual surfaces of biomenibranes
bilayers with adsorbed proteins (as held by J.F
makes me think that, one day, the superreal that
Danielli and J.D Robertson), and (2) membranes as touches and hides just behind the “skin” ofour visual
planar aggre~atesof lipid/protein subunits (as pro- reality will, with sleight of hand, reveal that masked,
posed by F. Sgoetrand, 0.Green, Sj. Singer, and A.A. yet almost familiar, face that is welded to every
Benson). Our proposal (which I presented at the In- moment of our lives.
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